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Abstract The oceanic mixed layer is the gateway for the exchanges between the atmosphere and the
ocean; in this layer, all hydrographic ocean properties are set for months to millennia. A vast area of the
Southern Ocean is seasonally capped by sea-ice, which alters the characteristics of the ocean mixed layer.
The interaction between the ocean mixed layer and sea-ice plays a key role for water mass transformation,
the carbon cycle, sea-ice dynamics, and ultimately for the climate as a whole. However, the structure and
characteristics of the under-ice mixed layer are poorly understood due to the sparseness of in situ
observations and measurements. In this study, we combine distinct sources of observations to overcome
this lack in our understanding of the polar regions. Working with elephant seal-derived, ship-based, and
Argo float observations, we describe the seasonal cycle of the ocean mixed-layer characteristics and stability
of the ocean mixed layer over the Southern Ocean and specifically under sea-ice. Mixed-layer heat and
freshwater budgets are used to investigate the main forcing mechanisms of the mixed-layer seasonal cycle.
The seasonal variability of sea surface salinity and temperature are primarily driven by surface processes,
dominated by sea-ice freshwater flux for the salt budget and by air-sea flux for the heat budget. Ekman
advection, vertical diffusivity, and vertical entrainment play only secondary roles. Our results suggest that
changes in regional sea-ice distribution and annual duration, as currently observed, widely affect the
buoyancy budget of the underlying mixed layer, and impact large-scale water mass formation and
transformation with far reaching consequences for ocean ventilation.

1. Introduction

The surface of the ocean is mixed by wind-induced turbulence and buoyancy fluxes at the air-sea interface.
This mixing maintains a neutrally buoyant and vertically uniform layer at the surface of the World’s ocean,
commonly referred to as the ocean mixed layer. The mixed layer acts as a barrier and bridge between the
atmosphere and the ocean interior [de Boyer Mont�egut et al., 2004; Holte and Talley, 2009], and modulates
all exchanges between air and sea (dynamic exchanges, thermodynamics exchanges, or biogeochemical
exchanges). For instance, the characteristics of the ocean mixed layer largely determine the distribution and
properties of the World’s ocean water masses [Sprintall and Roemmich, 1999; de Boyer Mont�egut et al., 2004]
and govern the ocean capacity to store heat and carbon [Sall�ee et al., 2012; L�evy et al., 2015]. In the Southern
Ocean, the mixed layer plays an outsized role as it allows world deep waters to ventilate and to acquire their
characteristics [Rintoul et al., 2001]. A large fraction of the interior ocean water masses have had their last
contact with the atmosphere in the Southern Ocean mixed layers (more than half of the global ocean vol-
ume according to DeVries and Primeau [2011]). This central role played by the Southern Ocean is associated
with a large water mass overturning [Iudicone et al., 2008; de Lavergne et al., 2015]. In the Southern Overturn-
ing circulation, deep waters upwell toward the ocean surface, where water masses are transformed in the
mixed layer, and are reinjected back in deeper or shallower layers [Whitworth et al., 1998]. Therefore, a
majority of the World’s ocean acquires its physical and biogeochemical characteristics in the Southern
Ocean mixed layer before being isolated from the atmosphere for millennia (the mean ventilation age is
�300–1500 years according to DeVries and Primeau [2011]).

The Southern Ocean overturning circulation interacts with the intense eddy-dominated circulation of the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), with a mean westward flow in the latitudinal range 508S–608S. Over
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the last couple of decades within and north of the ACC, the Southern Ocean mixed layer has been exten-
sively observed by international programs such as WOCE, CLIVAR, GO-SHIP, or Argo. A number of studies
describe a very marked seasonal cycle of the ocean surface layer, with deep destabilization of the mixed lay-
er in winter, primarily caused by air-sea fluxes, Ekman heat transport, and vertical entrainment [e.g., Sall�ee
et al., 2006; Dong et al., 2007, 2008; Ren et al., 2011]. In contrast, observational data in region south of the
ACC, characterized by subpolar gyre circulation systems and by a seasonal sea-ice cap, are much sparser.
The paucity of ocean observations is primarily due to the difficulty of winter access to these regions and
results in our lack of knowledge and understanding of local processes. The presence of sea-ice makes ship-
based observation complex, prevents satellite communication with autonomous platforms, and limits large-
scale satellite-based observation of the ocean surface. The seasonal cycle of the mixed layer in the subpolar
gyre sectors of the Southern Ocean is thought to be strongly influenced by seasonal varying ocean-ice
freshwater fluxes with summer sea-ice melt associated with a net freshening and lightening of the mixed
layer, and winter sea-ice formation associated with a net densification and deepening of the mixed layer
[Ren et al., 2011; Petty et al., 2014; Barth�elemy et al., 2015]. This seasonal cycle can be associated with major
water mass transformation along the Antarctic coast and in the subpolar gyres [Whitworth et al., 1998; Talley
et al., 2007; Tamura et al., 2011]. This region is central for the dynamics of the Southern Ocean, with most of
the Southern Ocean dense water upwelling occurring south of the ACC [Rintoul et al., 2001].

With this study, we want to shed light on the seasonal cycle of the mixed layer in the regions south of the
ACC, seasonally capped by sea-ice, by exploiting more than 10 years of observations from instrumentation
of southern elephant seals with satellite-linked Conductivity-Temperature-Depth sensors collected as part
of several marine ecology research programs [Biuw et al., 2007; Charrassin et al., 2008; Roquet et al., 2013,
2014]. Elephant seals spend a significant part of their annual life cycle south of 608S and dive routinely to
depth exceeding 500 m. Therefore, this data set significantly increases the temporal and spatial coverage of
ocean observations in the Antarctic sea-ice, as well as on the Antarctic continental slope and shelf regions,
which are outside the conventional areas of Argo autonomous floats and ship-based studies. Using the
combination of elephant seal-derived, Argo, and ship-based observations, we describe the seasonal cycle of
the characteristics and stability of the ocean mixed layer over the entire Southern Ocean (south of 308S). In
particular, we use an unprecedented number of ocean observations, including more than 100,000 profiles
in the seasonally capped sea-ice sector. To this end, we first construct a robust climatology of mixed-layer
characteristics over the entire Southern Ocean up to the Antarctic continental shelves. We then investigate
how the stratification at the base of the mixed layer is seasonally eroded and reformed by a combination of
ocean processes and ocean-ice-atmosphere processes.

This study is laid out as follows: our data, the protocol to estimate the mixed-layer characteristics, and the
governing equation for its density, salinity, and temperature balance are introduced in section 2. The results
are presented in section 3 and discussed in section 4. Finally, section 5 contains a condensed summary.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data
In this study, we employ three distinct sources of observations to maximize the number of profiles in the
Southern Ocean, where historically the observations are sparse.

The first set of observations contains conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) data from ship-recorded
observations during the period 1906–2012 from the NOAA World Ocean Database (https://www.nodc.
noaa.gov/OC5/SELECT/dbsearch/dbsearch.html). We only use profiles that have a quality control flag of
1, containing information on their position, date, temperature, and salinity profiles. This hydrographic
data set is augmented by float data from the Argo international program. The Argo program started in
2000 and has critically increased the number of ocean observations sampled every year over the World
oceans [Riser et al., 2016]. The Argo float profiles of pressure, salinity, and temperature used in this study
were gathered in the period 2002–2014. They provide temperature and salinity between 0 and 2000 m
at an accuracy of 60.0058C and 60.01 PSU, respectively. We only use profiles that have a quality control
flag of 1, and contain information on their position, date, temperature, and salinity profiles. As a final
data set, we use profiles derived from the animal-borne sensor programs [Charrassin et al., 2008; Roquet
et al., 2013], i.e., southern elephant seals equipped with satellite-linked CTD sensors. Since 2004, the
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instrumentation of southern elephant seals with CTD unit has provided unique spatial and temporal cov-
erage of the southernmost part of the Southern Ocean. We use a calibrated data set from Roquet et al.
[2014]. Once calibrated, the accuracy of the data is estimated to be 60.038C in temperature and 60.05
in salinity. Under optimum conditions, these accuracies may reach 60.018C and 60.02, respectively. The
effect of these instrumental errors is propagated through all our calculations to investigate impact on
our results (see Appendix A).

One important characteristic of these three sources of observations is that they are spatially and tempo-
rally complementary. Ship-based observations are carried out mostly during summer because of the
extreme climate conditions in winter, and they concentrate near the coasts (Figures 1a and 1e). In con-
trast, Argo float observations fill the middle of the ocean basins, and cover the entire seasonal cycle, but
leave out the entire region seasonally capped by sea-ice (except selected floats in the Weddell Sea
region where under-ice Argo network has been growing over the last years; Figures 1b and 1e) [Reeve
et al., 2015]. The instrumented seals data set covers the entire region south of the ACC fronts, and pro-
vides observations over the entire seasonal cycle (Figures 1c and 1e). Overall, the combination of these
three data sets provides us with an unprecedented cover of the Southern Ocean over the entire seasonal
cycle (Figures 1d and 1e). We note however that the Ross Sea sector is the least well-covered region.
Therefore, our results as presented below might not represent the state of the Ross Sea as accurately as
the rest of Antarctica.

The combination of the three data sets is however heterogeneous in terms of vertical resolution of the
hydrographic profiles they provide: if ship-based profiles have resolution of the order of 1 dbar, most Argo
profiles have a resolution of the order of 10 dbar, and instrumented seals profiles have a resolution of a few
tens of dbar (typically 15 points per profile automatically selected before being sent by satellite based on
the shape of the temperature/salinity profiles) [Roquet et al., 2014]. Our mixed-layer detection procedure
must therefore be robust enough to perform well with this variety of profile resolutions. We described our
methods for a robust mixed-layer determination in the following section.

2.2. Estimation of the Mixed-Layer Depth
The properties and vertical extent of the mixed layer are the most important factors for most physical and
biological ocean surface processes. The mixed layer is defined as the surface ocean slab where physical
properties such as density, salinity, or temperature are well mixed, i.e., nearly homogeneous with depth. A
number of methods have been developed over the years to compute mixed-layer depth based on a given
density, salinity, or temperature profile [e.g., Brainerd and Gregg, 1995; Thomson and Fine, 2003; de Boyer
Mont�egut et al., 2004; Holte and Talley, 2009].

It has been shown that methods working on density profiles rather than temperature profiles are more suc-
cessful in detecting the base of the mixed layer in the Southern Ocean [e.g., Lukas and Lindstrom, 1991; Sal-
l�ee et al., 2006; Holte and Talley, 2009]. We therefore chose to work on the density profile and use a hybrid
method analyzing the general shape of each profile, searching for physical features in the profile, and calcu-
lating a density threshold and vertical density gradient to assemble a suite of possible mixed-layer depth
values [Holte and Talley, 2009]. The method therefore produces three estimates of mixed-layer depth (MLD):
MLDshape, MLDthreshold, and MLDgradient, and an algorithm then computes the most plausible mixed-layer
depth value as a combination of these three estimates, MLDHolte (see Holte and Talley [2009] for more
details). Figure 2 provides an example of two typical instrumented seal profiles and associated suite of
mixed-layer depth estimates.

As described above, our data set is heterogeneous in terms of vertical resolution, and specifically includes
profiles from instrumented seals with a relatively low vertical resolution, which can cause some issues in the
detection of a mixed-layer base compared to working on higher-resolution profiles. In order to reduce the
risk of systematic bias in our mixed-layer detection, we eye-checked a high number of profiles. As part of
this procedure, it appeared that MLDHolte was for many profiles slightly more accurate than MLDgradient,
MLDthreshold, or MLDshape, but that for other profiles (complex shaped profiles due to low resolution),
MLDHolte was considered misplaced to what we would have said by eye. We therefore chose to always trust
MLDHolte as a reliable estimate of the mixed-layer depth (hm), but add a constraint to this choice, to make
sure hm also ‘‘somewhat agrees’’ with at least two of the more widely used methods (MLDgradient, MLDthreshold

or MLDshape), as follows:
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution within mapping radius of the grid used of (d) the total number of data and according subsets: (a) ship-based data, (b) Argo float data, and (c) elephant seals
data. (e) Monthly evolution of the number of data for each data set.
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Figure 2. Two selected potential density, temperature, and salinity profiles (black dots) from an elephant seal as well as the four MLD esti-
mates from the density threshold method (red square), density gradient method (red triangle), fitting method (orange circle), and the
Holte and Talley’s algorithm (horizontal solid line). (top) A profile where the four methods are in agreement, and (bottom) a profile where
the four methods disagree and thus we reject the profile of our climatology.
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hm5

MLDHolte; if rðMLDHolte;MLDthreshold;MLDgradientÞ � 1=4MLDHolte

MLDHolte; if rðMLDHolte;MLDshape;MLDgradientÞ � 1=4MLDHolte

MLDHolte; if rðMLDHolte;MLDthreshold;MLDshapeÞ � 1=4MLDHolte

Undefined; otherwise:

8>>>>><>>>>>:
(1)

In some cases, MLDHolte is equal to either MLDshape, MLDgradient or MLDthreshold (by construction; see Holte
and Talley [2009]), so the standard deviation is most likely small. In some other cases, MLDHolte is neither
equal to MLDshape, MLDgradient nor MLDthreshold. The standard deviation criteria allow to keep the value when
it is not too dissimilar than the more commonly used methods (MLDshape, MLDgradient or MLDthreshold), and
reject it when the value is very different. This procedure rejects about 20% of profiles of our total database
but gives us confidence that our computed mixed layer is robust, without having to eye-check the 600,000
profiles from our database. Selected visual inspection was performed on a series of profiles to ensure the
quality of the computed mixed-layer depth (see two examples in Figure 2). Error associated to this mixed-
layer detection procedure is discussed in Appendix A.

2.3. Mixed-Layer Properties and Static Stability at the Base of the Mixed Layer
For each profile that was not rejected in the process of determining the mixed layer, we compute a number
of properties of the mixed layer: mean conservative temperature (Tm), mean absolute salinity (Sm), mean
potential density as well as the vertical stability at the base of the mixed layer [IOC et al., 2010; Roquet et al.,
2015]. The vertical stability of a water column is given by the Brunt-V€ais€al€a coefficient:

N252
g
q

3
@ro

@z
; (2)

where g is the gravity acceleration, q is the in situ density, and ro the surface-referenced potential density.
N2 is computed over a constant depth range of 15 m, directly below the mixed-layer base.

The water column is stable only if N2 is positive. The smaller is N2, the less energy is required to mix the
water column [Gill, 1982]. The Brunt-V€ais€al€a coefficient is therefore a useful indication of the precondition-
ing of the base of the mixed layer for further deepening. This stability of the water column can be expressed
by a linear combination of the stability of the temperature profile and the stability of the salinity profile [Gill,
1982]:

N25N2
T 1N2

S ; (3)

N2
S 52gb

@Sm

@z
; (4)

N2
T 5ga

@Tm

@z
; (5)

where b is the saline contraction coefficient at constant pressure defined as b5 ð1=qÞ 3 @q/@S and a is the
thermal expansion coefficient at constant pressure defined as a5 2ð1=qÞ 3 @q/@T .

2.4. Optimal Interpolation
Once the depth and various properties of the mixed layer have been computed for all individual profiles,
we produced monthly climatological fields of each of these quantities using an Optimal Interpolation proce-
dure. The Optimal Interpolation and gridding method is described in detail in Schmidtko et al. [2013]. As a
brief summary, we interpolate onto a half degree grid from the South Pole to 308S, and over the entire cir-
cumpolar belt. We used a 550 km isotropic decorrelation scale, but incorporating an anisotropic isobath-
following component using a ‘‘Fast Marching’’ algorithm, as well as front-sharpening components. In addi-
tion, recent data are emphasized in the mapping, which produces a climatology typical of the years 2000–
2010 (see Schmidtko et al. [2013] for more details on the mapping).

Errors associated with the interpolated fields have been computed by propagating a number of individual
sources of uncertainty into our interpolation procedure: e.g., instrumental errors and how they translate
into MLD, and associated mixed-layer temperature and salinity, or decorrelation scale (see Appendix A).
Regions that exhibit largest errors are located around the Antarctic coast, within the ACC and directly north
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of it, presumably because they are regions with weak stratification, i.e., where small errors translate into
large deviation of the mixed-layer base and associated characteristics. Our mean climatological maps are,
however, somewhat stable, with errors on MLD of only several tens of meters in the weakly stratified
regions. Within the sea-ice sector, regional variability of temperature is very weak, with temperature being
highly constraint by freezing point, hence the interpolation error is small for temperature in sea-ice zone. In
contrast, salinity errors have more regional structure, probably due to data availability and quality of sen-
sors. All details and seasonal error maps are given in Appendix A.

2.5. Sea-Ice Extent
This paper focuses on mixed-layer properties and budget over the Southern Ocean. One key aspect of
the Southern Ocean is the seasonal sea-ice cap, and we therefore often refer in the text to ‘‘sea-ice sec-
tor’’ or ‘‘ice-free sector.’’ Unless otherwise noted, ‘‘sea-ice sector’’ corresponds to the area defined by the
winter maximum of sea-ice cover (fixed in September), with a sea-ice concentration greater than 15%
[e.g., Zwally et al., 2002]. However, fixing the sea-ice sector as the September, 15% concentration maxi-
mum may lead to miss-representing the mixed-layer properties since some observations within the sea-
ice zone could likely come from observations in open water near the ice, rather than actually under sea-
ice. To test the relevance of our choice for the sea-ice sector, we collocated all individual profiles used in
our analysis with instantaneous sea-ice concentration, available from 1980 to now. This way we can dis-
tinguish the profiles which are actually sampled in the sea-ice covered region, and those which are not.
We then performed the exact same interpolation procedure as presented in this paper, but only with
these profiles. The resulting climatological fields are both qualitatively and quantitatively, the same than
those described in the present study.

We use satellite-derived observations of sea-ice concentration from Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP SSM/I-
SSMIS passive microwave data at a daily and 25 km resolution [Cavalieri et al., 1997]. From this data set, we
produce a climatological sea-ice concentration seasonal cycle for the decade 2000–2010 (to match the typi-
cal time period of our ocean observations) from which we compute the sea-ice extent.

2.6. Mixed-Layer Salinity and Temperature Budget
We investigate the processes controlling the variability of the mixed-layer salinity (Sm) and temperature
(Tm). As such we derived the salt and temperature balance equations, describing the rate of change of salin-
ity and temperature in terms of diffusive processes, horizontal advective fluxes (geostrophic and ageo-
strophic including Ekman), vertical entrainment at the base of the mixed layer, and air-ice-sea fluxes [e.g.,
Dong et al., 2007; Ren et al., 2011]:

@Sm

@t
5

SmFWF
hm

2um:rSm1j
@Sm

@z
2

weDSm

hm
; (6)

@Tm

@t
5

Qnet

q0Cphm
2um:rTm1j

@Tm

@z
2

weDTm

hm
; (7)

where Cp is the specific heat of sea water, Qnet is the total heat flux into the mixed layer, FWF represents the
net air-ice-sea freshwater flux from evaporation, precipitation, and ice formation/melt, um is the horizontal
velocity, j is the vertical turbulent diffusion coefficient at the base of the mixed layer, DSm and DTm corre-
spond to the salinity and temperature differences at the base of the mixed layer, and we is the entrainment
velocity.

In the following, we consider that the horizontal velocity is solely the Ekman flow (see section 2.7). It is
important to note that this is certainly a strongly simplified assumption, as geostrophic velocity is undoubt-
edly an important, if not dominant, contribution to the horizontal velocity. However, in this study, we per-
form a circumpolar integrated budget, and given that the geostrophic velocity is predominantly zonal, the
geostrophic flow in and out of our circumpolar domain is small. In order to test this assumption, we estimat-
ed the mean geostrophic flow under sea-ice from a mean dynamic topography at ocean surface provided
by AVISO [Rio et al., 2014]. Much care must be taken when working with such product in sea-ice zone, as
they are only weakly constrained by observations. Estimating the mean geostrophic heat and freshwater
transports with this product, we find they are negligible (order of magnitude of 10210 m2 s23 both for salin-
ity and heat budgets).
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In contrast, Ekman transport is predominantly meridional and therefore an important term for transporting
mass. In addition, geostrophic velocity is difficult to estimate in the sea-ice sector, given the sea-ice cover
that prevents large-scale estimate of geostrophic flow from satellite altimeter, thus would contain signifi-
cant errors. We however note that neglecting geostrophic flow might be one source of error in our mixed-
layer budgets. We discuss the possible impact below in the discussion section.

We use a spatially constant vertical diffusion coefficient of 1025 m2 s21 [Cisewski et al., 2005; Wu et al.,
2011]. While we believe this is a commonly used and accepted value for vertical mixing coefficient at the
base of the mixed-layer [Marshall et al., 1999; Karsten and Marshall, 2002; Sall�ee et al., 2010], it remains much
uncertainty on such values. We note, however, that the presence of sea-ice undoubtedly insulate the mixed
layer from atmospheric disturbance, which would argue for a diffusion coefficient at the lower bound of
what is generally discussed for the majority of the ocean.

The entrainment velocity is calculated following Ren and Riser [2009]:

we5H

�
@hm

@t

�
; (8)

where:

HðxÞ5
1; if x � 0

0; if x < 0:

(
(9)

The salinity and temperature differences across the base of the mixed layer are computed as the difference
between the average salinity or temperature within the mixed layer and 15 m below the determined base
of the mixed layer. The choice of the salinity or temperature reference depth at 15 m below the mixed layer
is based on analysis from Ren et al. [2011].

Description of Ekman transport and net heat and freshwater fluxes are provided below.

2.7. Ekman Transport
Ekman transport can be computed from wind stress, assuming the mixed-layer depth is deeper than the
Ekman layer:

Ue5
1

q0fhm

sy

2sx

 !
; (10)

where f is the Coriolis parameter, q0 is the reference density of seawater, sy and sx are, respectively, the zon-
al and meridional wind stress.

The local wind stress felt by the ocean surface can be modulated by the presence of sea-ice: the surface
momentum flux comes then from both air/sea and ice/sea stresses and therefore, in this study, we consider
the sea-ice cover in our calculation of the stress felt by the ocean surface layer, as following:

stot5
sx

sy

 !
5
ð12AiceÞsx1Aice CD juicejuice

ð12AiceÞsy1Aice CD jvicejvice

� �
; (11)

where Aice is the percentage of ice cover, CD is the ice drag coefficient fixed at 531023 [Goosse and Fichefet,
1999; Vancoppenolle et al., 2009], uice and vice are, respectively, the meridional and zonal ice velocity
assumed to be equal to 2% of the wind velocity [Thorndike and Colony, 1982] (note that the choice of this
2% coefficient has a very small sensitivity on the resulting net Ekman transport contribution).

The Ekman transport is computed from equations (10) and (11), using the NCEP CFSR atmospheric reanaly-
sis over the period 2000–2010 (http://cfs.ncep.noaa.gov/cfsr/docs/).

2.8. Net Heat and Freshwater Fluxes
The atmospheric freshwater flux as well as the under-ice forcing and the heat flux into the mixed layer are
used to compare seasonal change of buoyancy in the surface layer and forcing by air and sea-ice fluxes.
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In this paper, we use air-sea-ice fluxes from five different products either based on numerical model simula-
tions or based on sea-ice observations and atmospheric reanalysis. Specifically we use: two observation-
based data sets produced by Tamura et al. [2011], which are forced by atmospheric forcing from either
NCEP or ERAint reanalysis (hereafter denoted Tamura (NCEP) and Tamura (ERA)); one data set, which is an
output from a mixed-layer model coupled to the sea-ice model CICE [Petty et al., 2014] (hereafter denoted
Petty (CICE)); one data set, which is an output from an ocean model (NEMO3.5) coupled to the sea-ice model
LIM3.6 [Barth�elemy et al., 2016] (hereafter denoted Barth�elemy (LIM)); and a final data set from an
observation-based reanalysis product by Haumann et al. [2016, hereafter Haumann]. Each of these products
provide us with both net freshwater fluxes felt into the ocean (FWF) and net heat flux into the ocean (Qnet),
except for the product from Haumann et al. [2016] which only provides freshwater flux. We can write each
of these fluxes as a contribution to a net buoyancy flux into the ocean, following:

BFWF5gb3Sm FWF; (12)

BQnet5ga3
Qnet

q0Cp
; (13)

Similarly, we convert all the terms of equation (6) and (7) into buoyancy content change induced by heat or
freshwater. Therefore, all units of the mixed-layer budgets are in buoyancy flux unit m2=s3, which allows to
quantitatively compare the respective contribution of heat and freshwater to the ocean buoyancy content.
The convention used in this study is that positive buoyancy flux corresponds to a water mass that becomes
more buoyant because it becomes fresher or warmer.

These fluxes have been chosen as they have been designed with the aim of resolving freshwater fluxes in
the sea-ice sector. All of these fluxes include freshwater fluxes arising from ocean/sea-ice interactions. The
two coupled model products (Petty (CICE) and Barth�elemy (LIM)) also include the precipitation/evaporation
flux at the ocean surface, but we note that in these two products the shape of the seasonal cycle is entirely
dominated by ocean/sea-ice fluxes. All of these products neglect freshwater fluxes associated with iceberg
and ice-shelves.

3. Results

The spatiotemporal complementarity of seals, Argo, and ship profiles allows us to map the seasonal evolu-
tion of the surface mixed layer (ML) over the entire Southern Ocean including the seasonally capped sea-ice
sector. In this section, after presenting the regional structure of mixed-layer properties, such as mixed-layer
depth, salinity, and temperature, we investigate the seasonal evolution of the stratification, as well as the
buoyancy forcing, which both ultimately control the seasonal changes of the mixed layer.

3.1. Seasonal Variation of Mixed-Layer Properties
Mixed-layer temperature and salinity exhibit distinct seasonal cycles (Figure 3; see associated errors in
Appendix A). Overall, the regional structures of these seasonal cycles organize around two main large-scale
characteristics of the Southern Ocean: the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the seasonal sea-ice covered
regions. The fronts of the ACC act as a frontier separating water masses of different properties [Orsi et al.,
1995; Sall�ee et al., 2008]. Consistent, our results show very distinct water mass in the surface layer north and
south of the ACC that vary strongly in properties: warmer and saltier in the subtropics, north of the ACC,
than in the subpolar region, south of the ACC. Past observation-based studies on the Southern Ocean mixed
layer have generally focused on regions within and north of the ACC [Sall�ee et al., 2006; Dong et al., 2007,
2008, 2009; Ren et al., 2011], while much less attention have been devoted to the subpolar regions due to
the lack of large-scale observational data set. Here we mostly focus on the subpolar regions.

In the subpolar regions, temperature and salinity are closely linked to the seasonal sea-ice cover, with the
development of the sea-ice cap being associated with a cooling and salinification of the ocean surface layer
(Figure 3). During the freezing season, from February/March to October, under-ice mixed-layer temperatures
are very homogeneous over the entire circumpolar belt at a temperature close to the surface freezing tem-
peratures (�21.88C), with little large-scale variation. North of the seasonal sea-ice sector, the ACC fronts are
associated with warmer waters, of about 2–38C at the Polar Front. The seasonal growth of sea-ice cover
induces a modulation of the meridional temperature gradient directly north of the sea-ice sector, with an
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intensification of the meridional temperature gradient in winter, when cold under-ice surface waters extend
close to the warmer Polar Front surface waters.

In contrast to the somewhat spatially homogenized under-ice mixed-layer temperature, the under-ice
mixed-layer salinity exhibits a large regional variability (Figure 3b). Overall, subpolar mixed-layer salinity
has a seasonal cycle in phase with sea-ice extent or mixed-layer temperature: salinity increases from Feb-
ruary/March to October, before rapidly decreasing during melt season from November to January/Febru-
ary. Though the amplitude of the seasonal signal shows large regional differences. The amplitude
reaches its maximum around the Antarctic Peninsula, Weddell Sea, Ross Sea, and along the edge of the

Figure 3. Monthly evolution of the mixed-layer (a) temperature and (b) salinity over the entire Southern Ocean. Fine black lines represent
the main fronts of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (i.e., SAF northward and PF southward) whereas the thick black line corresponds to
the maximum seasonal sea-ice extension.
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East Antarctica coast. In these regions, the amplitude of the seasonal cycle can be as high as 0.8 g kg21,
ranging from about �33.8 g kg21 to about �34.6 g kg21 (Figure 3b). The regional structure of the salini-
ty cycle in the sea-ice zone qualitatively agrees with the broad circulation of the Antarctic subpolar
oceans. Away from western Peninsula, a large meridional salinity gradient develops in winter under sea-
ice at the Antarctic Shelf break. This salinity gradient consistent with intense fall/winter brine rejection
associated with sea-ice formation, translates into a density gradient (temperature being homogenized;
Figure 3) at the shelf break.

Due to the spatially homogeneous temperature, the under-ice seasonal evolution of mixed-layer density is
tightly linked to seasonal cycle of salinity, with a winter densification of the mixed layer, which is associated

Figure 3. (continued)
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to the deepening of the ML by convective processes (Figure 4; see associated errors in Appendix A). Under
sea-ice the mixed layer deepens from tens of meters in summer to more than 200 m during winter. Howev-
er, the deepest under-ice mixed layers of more than 200 m are very localized to the shelves and the shelf
break (Figure 4; August/September maps). On individual profiles, winter mixed layer at the shelf break were
found locally to be as deep as 300–500 m. In winter, north of these deep localized mixed layers, a circumpo-
lar band of relatively shallow mixed layer (�50–100 m) extends up to the marginal sea-ice zone. Then, north
of the marginal sea-ice zone, mixed layer deepens toward the ACC to reach the very deep convection area
associated with the formation of intermediate and mode water north of the ACC [e.g., Sall�ee et al., 2008;

Figure 4. Monthly evolution of the mixed-layer depth in the Southern Ocean. Fine black lines represent the main fronts of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current whereas the thick black line corresponds to the maximum seasonal sea-ice extension.
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Dong et al., 2008] (Figure 4). This meridional structure in the depth of the winter mixed layer suggests that
sea-ice has a role of isolating and stabilizing the upper-ocean except close to the continent where more ice
might form in coastal polynyas and/or open areas developing between the pack and fast ice [e.g., Massom
and Stammerjohn, 2010]. After reaching their maximum depth in August/September, under-ice mixed layers
restratify rapidly to depths of only few tens of meters.

3.2. Stratification at the Base of the ML and Buoyancy Content Change
The monthly climatological maps of temperature, salinity, and depth presented above show very marked
seasonal cycles in the entire Southern Ocean. However, the sea-ice sector appears to be associated with its
own specific dynamics. In this section, we aim at describing these specific differences between sea-ice sec-
tor and ice-free regions. As such, we first present the seasonal evolution of the stratification of the water col-
umn at the base of the mixed layer, which is ultimately associated with the ability to mix, and second, we
introduce the seasonal evolution of the mixed-layer buoyancy content.

In both ice-free and sea-ice zone, the stability at the base of the mixed layer has a strong seasonal cycle,
with stability being eroded in winter (i.e., approaching the gray shaded area on Figure 5, which represents
unstable profiles). The weakening of the stability is associated with a deepening of the mixed layer, which
reaches a maximum in August–September before starting to restabilize and shallow. However, the seasonal
cycle of the stability at the base of the mixed layer is explained by very distinct temperature and salinity
contributions in the two regions.

In the ice-free ocean, the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of the stability at the base of the mixed layer is
dominated by its temperature contribution. The amplitude of the seasonal cycle of the temperature contri-
bution to the stability has a range of about 9 3 1025 s22, much wider than its salinity-driven counterpart
with a seasonal range of about 2 3 1025 s22 (Figure 5). In contrast, the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of
the mixed-layer stability in the sea-ice sector is driven by both temperature (seasonal range of � 6 3 1025

s22) and salinity contribution (seasonal range of �8 3 1025 s22; Figure 5), with a slight domination of the
salinity contribution. The amplitude of the temperature-driven signal maximizes from November to May

Figure 5. Monthly evolution of the stratification at the base of the ML for the sea-ice region (red line) and the ice-free ocean (black line) in
a Turner diagram (see equation (3) for more details). Colored dots represent the mean MLD over the given month. The gray zone corre-
sponds to a gravitationally unstable stratification of the water column. Then the stability properties of the stratification are divided into
three situations: positive N2

S and negative N2
T when a destabilizing temperature gradient is accompanied with a stabilizing salinity gradient;

both positive N2
S and N2

T when temperature and salinity gradients have the same contribution in stabilizing the water column; negative N2
S

and positive N2
T when a destabilizing salinity gradient is accompanied with a stabilizing temperature gradient.
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when the sea-ice cap does not cover the entire sector, allowing surface heat forcing to erode the
temperature-driven stability. However, in winter, from May to November, the stability is almost exclusively
governed by its salinity-driven contribution. The dominance of the salinity stability on the seasonal ampli-
tude of the mixed-layer stability is even more obvious when limiting the region to the Antarctic shelves

Figure 6. Annual-mean cycle of the buoyancy content change within the ML in (a) ice-free and (b) sea-ice zone. The thick black line shows
the monthly evolution of the buoyancy content change in the ML, the fine lines represents the contribution of the salinity content change
(circles), and the contribution of the temperature content change(triangles). Units are m2=s3. Gray shadings correspond to standard devia-
tion of monthly means for each component. The time series begins in August.
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seas, representing the areas with near year-round ice covers with sparse polynyas (amplitude of salinity sta-
bility is about four time greater than the amplitude of temperature stability over the annual cycle; not
shown).

It is interesting to note that during winter in the sea-ice sector (Figure 5), the temperature profile is unstable
consistent with the strong overall cooling of the surface layer (Figure 3a) overlying the warmer Warm Deep
Water [Gordon and Huber, 1990]. The overall stability of the mixed layer in winter in the sea-ice region is sus-
tained by the stability of the salinity profile, which counterbalances the instability of the temperature pro-
file, though it erodes slowly as winter progresses.

The seasonal erosion of temperature and salinity stratification at the base of the mixed layer is associated
with seasonal buoyancy content change inside the mixed layer. Similar to stratification, we decomposed
the buoyancy content change into a temperature and haline contribution (Figure 6). Consistent with the
stability at the base of the mixed layer, the mixed-layer buoyancy content change is strongly dominated
by its temperature contribution in the ice-free sector (Figure 6a), and by its haline contribution in the sea-
ice sector (Figure 6b). Overall, both regions gain buoyancy from about October to February and loose
buoyancy the rest of the year. However, the shape of the buoyancy content change time series strongly
differ between ice-free and sea-ice sector (Figure 6). The forcing of the seasonal evolution of the buoyan-
cy content change has been widely discussed in the ice-free sectors in previous studies, thus we refer to
these for further details [e.g., Sall�ee et al., 2006; Dong et al., 2007, 2008, 2009; Ren et al., 2011]. We investi-
gate for the first time this evolution from observational data in the sea-ice sector on a circumpolar scale.
We tackle the question of the forcing of the seasonal buoyancy content change in the sea-ice sector in
the next section.

3.3. Heat and Salt Mixed-Layer Budget in the Sea-Ice Sector
Variations in the mixed-layer buoyancy content change can originate from a number of processes, including
surface fluxes (air-ice-sea), lateral advection, vertical entrainment, and diffusion (see equation (6) and (7)). In
this section, we examine each of these terms and quantify their respective impact on the temperature and
salinity contribution to the mixed-layer buoyancy content change in the sea-ice sector. We present a heat
and salt budget below.
3.3.1. Heat Budget
The averaged quantification of heat budget forcing over the entire sea-ice sector shows a strong domi-
nance of air-ice-sea fluxes compared to the other terms. Vertical diffusion (pink curve on Figure 7a) and
lateral advection by Ekman transport (green curve on Figure 7a) are on an order of magnitude smaller
than the observed heat-driven buoyancy content change of the mixed layer (black curve on Figure 7a).
The seasonal vertical entrainment is however noticeable, maximizing in February–March at the very start
of the mixed-layer deepening season. As mixed layer deepens, it does entrain the cold previous winter
remnant Winter Water, which reduces the thermal buoyancy content of the mixed layer. Later in the sea-
son, from May to September, the mixed layer continues deepening, but then entrains warmer water (the
temperature profile is unstable; Figure 5), entraining underlying CDW often called Warm Deep Water
(WDW) [e.g., Gordon and Huber, 2016]. The envelope defined by the four air-ice-sea flux products used in
this study suggests that surface air-ice-sea forcing maximizes in January with a mean surface warming
contribution of about 0:821:531028m2s23, and minimizes in fall in April/May with a mean surface cool-
ing contribution of about 0:520:831028m2s23. The largest cooling in the sea-ice zone occurs in fall due
to the evolution of the seasonal ice cover, which isolates the ocean from large atmospheric heat loss in
winter. The sum of the forcings considered here agrees well with the observed seasonal change of heat-
driven buoyancy content change (Figure 7b).
3.3.2. Salt Budget
Similar to the heat budget, forcing terms of the salt budget are quantified over the sea-ice sector. Later-
al advection by Ekman transport and diffusion are found negligible, and in agreement with the derived
heat budget, we find that the two main contributors to the salt budget are entrainment and air-ice-sea
forcing (Figure 8). The vertical entrainment is as important as air-ice-sea forcing for the period Febru-
ary–June. From late fall onward, the deepening of the mixed layer entrains the underlying WDW
into the mixed layer, which are saltier than the mixed layer, therefore decreasing the overall buoyancy
content of the mixed layer (in agreement with the stable salinity profile described in previous sections;
Figure 5).
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The envelope defined by the five air-ice-sea forcing products suggests a gain of buoyancy from
October to February/March, and maximizing in December at 1:323:531028m2s23. It is interesting
that all of the five different air-ice-sea forcing estimates used in this study agree well with each

Figure 7. (a) Annual-mean cycle of the forcing terms controlling the ML heat balance in sea-ice zone (see equation (7) for more details).
The black line shows the monthly evolution of the heat content in the ML from the observations, the purple line shows the vertical eddy
diffusivity, the cyan line represents the entrainment at the base of the ML, and the green line shows the Ekman advection. Finally, orange
lines represent the surface heat flux into the ML estimated from various models. (b) Temperature tendency versus sum of forcing terms
into the ML estimated from various models, all in sea-ice zone. In contrast to Figure 6, where shading shows internal variability, shading in
this figure shows errors associated with each component (propagated from instrumental errors, interpolation, etc.; see Appendix A). Units
are m2=s3. The time series begins in August.
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other. Thus, it is helpful to looking into how much their spatial patterns agree with another. Fig-
ures 9c–9l show the regional comparison of the different air-ice-sea forcings, showing the local
sum of all months where local fluxes are positive, the melt season, and the map of the local sum

Figure 8. (a) Annual-mean cycle of the forcing terms controlling the ML salinity balance in sea-ice zone (see equation (6) for more details).
The black line shows the monthly evolution of the salinity content in the ML from the observations, the purple line shows the vertical
eddy diffusivity, the cyan line represents the entrainment at the base of the ML, and the green line shows the Ekman advection. The fresh-
water flux into the ML estimated from various models is represented by the orange lines. (b) Sum of forcing terms versus salinity trend
into the ML estimated from the models, in the sea-ice zone. In contrast to Figure 6, where shading shows internal variability, shading in
this figure shows errors associated with each component (propagated from instrumental errors, interpolation, etc.; see Appendix A). Units
are m2=s3. The time series begins in August.
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of all months where local fluxes are negative, the freezing season. In this way, we isolate fluxes
associated to brine rejection (i.e., negative buoyancy fluxes; associated with ice formation), and
fluxes associated to freshwater input (i.e., positive buoyancy fluxes; associated with ice melt).
Regionally, the brine rejection and ice melt fluxes estimated from the five different air-ice-sea
products used in this study show very large spread. For comparison, we also show the ocean
observation-based estimate of air-ice-sea forcing (gFWF ) by changing equation (6) to:

gFWF5
@Sm

@t
1Um:rSm2j

@Sm

@z
1

weDSm

hm
: (14)

While neglecting lateral advection by geostrophic currents on a local scale might not be valid (com-
pared with the circumpolar-scale budget we presented above), gFWF gives us an indication of the
regions most affected by brine rejection and ice melt fluxes. Our estimate of gFWF based on equa-
tion (14) suggests that brine rejection is very localized to the Antarctic shelf and shelf break, with
maximums in the Weddell, East Antarctic, and Ross sectors (Figure 9b). This is in accordance with
satellite-based studies analyzing ice formation and polynyas around Antarctica [e.g., Tamura et al.,
2008]. Further offshore, estimated brine rejection is much smaller though not negligible. In contrast,
the estimated freshwater input associated with ice melt is much more spread (Figure 9a), occurring
over the entire sea-ice covered area.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The seasonal cycle of mixed-layer properties is described over the entire Southern Ocean using more than
465,000 hydrographic profiles (including 100,000 in the sea-ice sector). In particular, the 10 year database of
hydrographic profiles from instrumented southern elephant seals [Roquet et al., 2014] allows us to unveil

Figure 9. Summer and winter air-ice-sea forcing estimates from observations and five models. (top) The locally integrated positive fluxes, i.e., the period of sea-ice is melting, and (bot-
tom) the locally integrated negative fluxes, i.e., the sea-ice is in formation period. These air-ice-sea forcing estimates show (a, b) observations, (c, d) Haumann, (e, f) Barth�elemy, (g, h)
Tamura with ERA-int, (i, j) Tamura with NCEP, and (k, l) Petty. All terms in m2=s3.
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the seasonal cycle of the mixed layer in the seasonally capped sea-ice sector. The error associated to our
mixed-layer properties climatology comes from two main sources discussed in Appendix A: error on the
mixed-layer depth detection which we estimate to be lower than 25%, and sampling error. As displayed in
Figure 1, while sampling is unprecedented high in the sea-ice sector, it is uneven and can be regionally
poor (e.g., middle of the Ross Sea gyre).

The properties of the Southern Ocean mixed layer undergo a strong seasonal cycle. The under-ice
mixed-layer deepens and cools to about freezing point, while becoming saltier in winter. While the
buoyancy content change in the ice-free ocean is dominated by temperature change, we show that
the seasonal cycle in buoyancy content is mainly driven by salinity changes in the sea-ice sector
(Figure 6). Underneath sea-ice, salinity strongly increases in winter in the Weddell and Ross Sea sec-
tors, as well as along the eastern Antarctic coast (Figure 3b) [Tamura et al., 2008]. The under-ice
increase of salinity is primarily driven by air-sea-ice fluxes (Figure 8), which suggests that sea-ice for-
mation regionally maximizes in the Weddell and Ross Sea sectors and along the eastern Antarctic
coast in typical polynya locations (Figure 9). These regions of potentially large sea-ice formation are
consistent with the regions of coastal polynyas known to form large amounts of sea-ice around the
Antarctic coast [e.g., Markus et al., 1998; Massom et al., 1998; Tamura et al., 2008]. The local
enhanced increase of salinity in the vicinity of the Antarctic shelf is associated with a densification
of the mixed layer. The shelf break is therefore associated with an increase of its meridional density
gradient in winter, which points to a likely seasonal modulation of the Antarctic Slope Current [e.g.,
Mathiot et al., 2011]; we note, however, that focusing over the entire water column, rather than only
in the mixed layer, would be needed for better understanding of this possible link).

Our results suggest the coastal regions with high sea-ice formation are also associated with a maxi-
mum ice export confirming works based on satellite observations [e.g., Holland and Kwok, 2012; Hau-
mann et al., 2016]. Other studies estimate that about 40% of the sea-ice formed in Weddell Sea (70%
in Ross Sea) is exported northward by wind-driven advection [Petty et al., 2014]. Further offshelf, on an
annual time scale, the ocean is impacted more by the freshwater input from sea-ice melt (i.e., the sur-
face layer tends to be stabilized) than from the brine rejection which is mostly modulating the mixed
layer close to the shelf break (i.e., the surface layer tends to be destabilized; Figure 9). This contrasting
effect of sea-ice ocean feedback leads to a meridional banded structure of the winter mixed-layer
depth in the Southern Ocean: deep next to the continent; shallow further offshore; and deepening
again northward within the ACC (Figure 4). The under-ice mixed-layer depth actually locally maximizes
at the shelf break where winter mixed layer interacts with the underlying Warm Deep Water [Gordon
and Huber, 1990]. While mixed-layer properties at the shelf break are somewhat smoothed out by the
interpolating procedure in this climatological analysis, individual profiles show mixed layers as deep
as 300–500 m.

Overall, the depth of the mixed layer is a combination of the static stability of the water column
and the destabilizing forcing (e.g., atmospheric low, brine rejection, winds). Given that the winter
under sea-ice surface layer is cooled to the freezing point in winter (i.e., it reaches the minimum
possible temperature; Figure 3a), the stratification of the surface layer in the sea-ice sector is clear-
ly sensitive to the temperature of deep waters, which upwell to shallow depths south of the ACC
[Lumpkin and Speer, 2007]. The cold surface layer is stable due to its high freshwater content (Fig-
ure 5). Consistent, You [2002] demonstrated that near Antarctica, the upper layer is thermally
unstable which puts it in a diffusive convection regime, whereas north of the ACC, temperature
and salinity both contribute to the stabilization of the surface layer, which is therefore in a doubly
stable regime. In the sea-ice sector, the effects of freshening and cooling on density virtually offset
one another, so that surface waters are typically only slightly less dense than the underlying
waters (Figure 5). When brine rejection densifies the surface-layer in winter, the water column can
become unstable and mixed-layer deepens rapidly. In other words, the stability of the water col-
umn controls the amount of sea-ice that can be formed locally before the water column overturns
and entrains warm water from below [e.g., Martinson and Iannuzzi, 1998], limiting further sea-ice
formation.
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In the sea-ice sector, the temperature profile at the base of the mixed-layer switches from stable to unstable
in autumn/winter (Figure 5). Indeed, in autumn/winter, a cold surface layer (Winter Water) is formed and
lies above the relatively warmer Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW), which leads to unstable tempera-
ture profile. In contrast, in spring and summer, as sea-ice melt, the upper ocean warms, leaving a cold water
layer (the remnant winter water) in between the relatively warm mixed layer and the relatively warm Upper
Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW). In consequences, as the mixed layer deepens it first entrains cold water
from the remnant winter water layer, and then warm waters from the underlying Deep Water. Consistent,
we find that after a first phase of cold water entrainment from January to May (i.e., loss of buoyancy; Figure
7a), the surface layer entrains warm water from May to October (i.e., gain of buoyancy; 7a). Incorporation of
Deep Water into the winter mixed layer introduces both heat and salt into the surface layer, and thus has a
strong impact on the mixed-layer air-sea exchanges and sea-ice formation processes [Gordon and Huber,
1990]. This entrainment of heat is critical in a balance of controlling the amount of sea-ice that is locally pro-
duced, and modulates the probability of appearance of open ocean polynya [Gordon, 1991; Gordon et al.,
2007]. Our results show an entrainment of 20–60 W m22 at the shelf break in winter (Figure 10), in good
agreement with earlier estimates of �41 W m22 [e.g., Gordon and Huber, 1990; Keeling and Visbeck, 2011].
This entrainment provides an efficient pathway for exchange of heat, freshwater, as well as air-sea gas
exchange (e.g., carbon dioxide, oxygen) between the deep ocean and the atmosphere [Gordon, 1991; Sig-
man and Boyle, 2000], which makes the Antarctic sea-ice sector surface layer and its associated weak stabili-
ty a critical feature of the global climate system [Sigman et al., 2010]. It is interesting to note that this
system is sensitive to small changes in water mass properties: a surface salinity increase as small as 0.1 (NS
change of �0.5 3 1024 s22) or a deep water temperature increase as small as 0.58C (NT change of �0.3 3

1024 s22) would be sufficient to eliminate the wintertime stratification (Figure 5).

A number of previous studies suggest that in a context of global warming, the mixed layer is becoming
fresher (due to changes in the precipitation-evaporation balance, accelerated melting and calving of Antarc-
tic glaciers and more positive phase of SAM) [Zhang, 2007; Close and Goosse, 2013; de Lavergne et al., 2014].
This freshening of the mixed layer increases the stratification at its base, which in turn reduces the ability
for the surface layer to overturn and entrain underlying fluid, and an overall reduction of the deep

Figure 10. August entrainment of heat in W m2 and maximum sea-ice extension (thick black line). Fine black lines represent the main
fronts of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.
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ventilation [Fahrbach et al., 2004; Johnson and Doney, 2006]. Antarctic convection has an important and
climate-relevant role in the formation of the worlds deep waters [Gordon, 1991; Orsi et al., 2001; Johnson,
2008]. Our study provides a first circumpolar-wide observationally based estimate of the current structure
of the properties and stability of the Antarctic surface layer that can be used to assess water mass formation
and destruction in the Antarctic oceans, monitor future changes, and assess the ability of models to repre-
sent this key region of the global climate system.

Appendix A: Error Estimate

In this section, we discuss the error associated to the seasonal climatological maps of mixed-layer proper-
ties. Sources of errors include error in the mixed-layer detection procedure, instrumental errors in measur-
ing temperature, conductivity, and pressure, and potential bias in the spatial sampling.

Defining an error associated with our mixed-layer depth detection procedure is a difficult task, though very
important. Various sources of uncertainty enter into our mixed-layer depth detection procedure, e.g., the
vertical resolution of the profile, the stratification of the profile, etc. In order to estimate one unique error
�MLD, including all sources of uncertainty, we defined the error as the standard deviation of four different
methods to estimate MLD: MLDHolte, MLDthreshold, MLDshape, and MLDgradient (see section 2.2). By construction,
our mixed-layer depth detection procedure limits this error, �MLD, to less than 25% of the computed mixed-
layer depth (see equation (1)).

The error �MLD, affects not only the MLD, but also the computed mean temperature (Tm) and salinity (Sm)
within the mixed layer coming from the MLD detection method. We propagate the error �MLD onto a
temperature and salinity error by computing a range span by temperature (DT) and salinity (DS) when
varying the MLD within its computed error envelop. In addition to DT and DS, error on the mean mixed-
layer temperature and salinity are introduced by instrumental error (nT and nS; see Table A1). Altogether,
we defined a mixed-layer mean temperature error, �Tm , and a mixed-layer mean salinity error, �Sm , as
�Tm 5 DT 1 nT and �Sm 5 DS 1 nS.

Figure A1. Vertical resolution at the mixed-layer depth (in m), corresponding to the distance between the point above and the point
below the MLD estimate.
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The depth, temperature, and salinity errors computed on each individual profiles (resp. �MLD, �Tm , and �Sm )
are propagated through the optimal interpolation procedure with a Monte Carlo experiment. Namely, we
repeated a series of 100 different optimal interpolations, in which we randomly attributed small deviations
in the input individual mixed-layer depth, temperature, and salinity, within ranges defined by MLDHolte 6

�MLDHolte , Sm 6 �Sm , and Tm 6 �Tm . The error coming from sampling bias is very difficult to estimate. The best
way to get a sense of such error is probably by displaying the observation density map, as done in Figure 1.
However, in order to try to quantify such error, we randomly varied the decorrelation scale of the optimal
interpolation in the Monte-Carlo experiment.

Figure A2. Standard deviation of the mixed-layer depth from the 100 Monte Carlo experiments (in m).
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For each month of the seasonal cycle, the standard deviation of the 100 simulations are computed as an
estimate of the propagated errors on the climatological seasonal cycle of MLD, and mixed-layer tempera-
ture and salinity (Figures A2–A4). Errors maximize in winter in regions where mixed layer is weakly stratified,
within the ACC and close to the Antarctic shelves.

Figure A3. Standard deviation of the mixed-layer salinity from the 100 Monte Carlo experiments (in PSU).
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Figure A4. Standard deviation of the mixed-layer temperature from the 100 Monte Carlo experiments (in 8C).

Table A1. Typical Instrumental Errors Used in the Error Propagation Procedure

Instrumental Error

Temperature (8C) Salinity (PSU)

nT nS

Argo float profile 0.005 0.01
Ship-based profile 0.002 0.002
Elephant seal profile 0.03 0.05
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